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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to tilting mecha-
nisms and sliding apparatuses, and specifically relates
to a tilting mechanism suitable for use in a portable ter-
minal apparatus, and a sliding apparatus provided with
the tilting mechanism.

Background Art

[0002] For example, as a type of portable terminal ap-
paratuses, a mobile telephone is provided, wherein a
second housing in which a liquid crystal display appara-
tus, etc., are arranged can be slid relative a first housing
in which a ten-key unit, etc., are arranged. In this type of
mobile telephone is installed a sliding mechanism which
allows a sliding operation of a housing. As this type of
sliding mechanism, a mechanism is known which is dis-
closed in Patent Document 1, for example.
[0003] On the other hand, in recent years, there has
been an increase in the number of functions of the mobile
telephone and the mobile telephone is being provided
such that the liquid crystal display apparatus which the
mobile telephone has is used to receive and display a
television broadcast. In this way, when watching, for a
relatively long time, images displayed on the liquid crystal
display apparatus, viewability of the liquid crystal display
apparatus is low with the sliding mechanism which mere-
ly slides, in a horizontal direction, the second housing
relative to the first housing.
[0004] Therefore, as shown in Patent documents 2 and
3, for example, the mobile telephone is being provided,
wherein a tilting mechanism is provided which tilts, rela-
tive to the first housing, the second housing in which the
liquid crystal display apparatus is arranged.

[Prior Art Documents]

[Patent Document]

[0005]

[Patent Document 1] JP2005-210649A
[Patent Document 2] JP2009-071511A
[Patent Document 3] JP2009-027520A

Summary of the Invention

Problem to be Solved by Invention

[0006] However, there is a problem of poor operability
with a tilting mechanism according to the prior art as an
operator tilts the second housing relative to the first hous-
ing, on a manual basis, rotationally moving the second
housing relative to the first housing.
[0007] Moreover, a problem exists with the prior art

tilting mechanism in that there is a need to separately
provide the sliding mechanism which slides the second
housing relative to the first housing and the tilting mech-
anism which tilts the second housing relative to the first
housing, so that the number of parts increases and the
mobile telephone which provides the respective mecha-
nisms becomes large.
[0008] The present invention aims to provide a tilting
mechanism and a sliding mechanism which may improve
the operability and simplify the mechanism.
[0009] In view of the above-described problem, an ob-
ject of the present invention is to provide a tilting mech-
anism and a sliding apparatus that can improve the op-
erability and simplify the mechanism.

Means to Solve the Problem

[0010] In order to solve the above-described problem,
a tilting mechanism of the present invention includes a
base platform, an oscillating frame which is oscillatably
mounted on the base platform, an elevating/lowering
member which is mounted on the oscillating frame and
which performs elevating/lowering operations with re-
spect to the oscillating frame by rotating, and a cam
mechanism which energizes the elevating/lowering
member such that the elevating/lowering member is tilted
relative to the base platform in conjunction with the ro-
tating of the elevating/lowering member, the cam mech-
anism including a cam section which is formed at an inner
wall of an opening formed at the base platform and a
projecting section which is formed such that the project-
ing section projects toward outside the elevating/lower-
ing member and which engages the cam section.
[0011] In order to solve the above-described problem,
a sliding apparatus according to the present invention
includes a base plate, a sliding plate which slides relative
to the base plate, a spring member which energizes the
sliding plate relative to the base plate, and a tilting mech-
anism, wherein the tilting mechanism includes a base
platform, an oscillating frame which is oscillatably mount-
ed on the base platform, an elevating/lowering member
which is mounted on the oscillating frame and which per-
forms elevating/lowering operations with respect to the
oscillating frame by rotating, and a cam mechanism
which energizes the elevating/lowering member such
that the elevating/lowering member is tilted relative to the
base platform in conjunction with the rotating of the ele-
vating/lowering member, the cam mechanism including
a cam section which is formed at an inner wall of an open-
ing formed at the base platform and a projecting section
which is formed such that the projecting section projects
toward outside the elevating/lowering member and which
engages the cam section, wherein the base plate is
mounted on the tilting mechanism, a connecting member
is provided between the elevating/lowering member of
the tilting mechanism and the sliding plate, and the sliding
plate is slid relative to the base plate, so that the elevating/
lowering member rotates via the connecting member and
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the base plate is tilted by the tilting mechanism.

Effect of the invention

[0012] The tilting mechanism and the sliding apparatus
of the present invention, in conjunction with rotating of
the elevating/lowering member, makes it possible to con-
duct elevating/lowering operations and tilting operations
at the same time.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0013]

FIG. 1A is a perspective diagram which shows a
closed state of a sliding apparatus of an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 1B is a perspective diagram which shows an
open state of the sliding apparatus of the embodi-
ment of the present invention;
FIG. 2A is a perspective diagram which shows a
closed state of a portable terminal apparatus to
which is applied the sliding apparatus of the embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 2B is a perspective diagram which shows an
open state of the portable terminal apparatus to
which is applied the sliding apparatus of the embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 3A is a perspective diagram which shows an
assembled state of a spring member of the sliding
apparatus shown in FIG. 1A;
FIG. 3B is a perspective diagram which shows an
exploded state of the spring member shown in FIG.
3A;
FIG. 4 is a perspective diagram of a tilting mecha-
nism of an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5A is a side view of the tilting mechanism shown
in FIG. 4 before being tilted;
FIG. 5B is a side view of the tilting mechanism shown
in FIG. 4 after being tilted;
FIG. 6 is a perspective diagram of the tilting mech-
anism shown in FIG. 4 with a base platform thereof
removed;
FIG. 7 is an exploded perspective diagram of the
tilting mechanism shown in FIG. 4 with the base plat-
form being removed;
FIG. 8A is a plan view showing a closed state of the
tilting mechanism shown in FIG. 4;
FIG. 8B is a cross-sectional view showing the closed
state of the tilting mechanism shown in FIG, 4;
FIG. 9A is a plan view showing an intermediate state
from the closed state to an open state of the tilting
mechanism shown in FIG. 4;
FIG. 9B is a cross-sectional view showing the inter-
mediate state of the tilting mechanism shown in FIG.
4;
FIG. 10A is a plan view showing a state of being
further slid from the intermediate state of the tilting

mechanism shown in FIG. 4;
FIG. 10B is a cross-sectional view showing the state
of being further slid from the intermediate state of
the tilting mechanism shown in FIG. 4;
FIG. 11A is a plan view showing the open state of
the tilting mechanism shown in FIG. 4;
FIG. 11B is a cross-sectional view showing the open
state of the tilting mechanism shown in FIG. 4;
FIG. 12A is a plan view showing the closed state of
the sliding apparatus shown in FIG. 1A;
FIG. 12B is a front view showing the closed state of
the sliding apparatus shown in FIG. 1A;
FIG. 12C is a side view showing the closed state of
the sliding apparatus shown in FIG. 1A;
FIG. 13A is a plan view showing an intermediate
state of the sliding apparatus shown in FIG. 1A;
FIG. 13B is a front view showing the intermediate
state of the sliding apparatus shown in FIG. 1A;
FIG. 13C is a side view showing the intermediate
state of the sliding apparatus shown in FIG. 1A;
FIG. 14A is a plan view showing the open state of
the sliding apparatus shown in FIG. 1A;
FIG. 14B is a front view showing the open state of
the sliding apparatus shown in FIG. 1A;
FIG. 14C is a side view showing the open state of
the sliding apparatus shown in FIG. 1A;
FIG. 15A is a plan view showing a closed state of
the sliding apparatus of other embodiments of the
present invention;
FIG. 15B is a front view showing the closed state of
the sliding apparatus shown in FIG. 15A;
FIG. 15C is a side view showing the closed state of
the sliding apparatus shown in FIG. 15A;
FIG. 16A is a plan view showing an intermediate
state of the sliding apparatus shown in FIG. 15A;
FIG. 16B is a front view showing the intermediate
state of the sliding apparatus shown in FIG. 15A;
FIG. 16C is a side view showing the intermediate
state of the sliding apparatus shown in FIG. 15A; and
FIG. 17A is a plan view showing an open state of the
sliding apparatus shown in FIG. 15A;
FIG. 17B is a front view showing the open state of
the sliding apparatus shown in FIG. 15A; and
FIG. 17C is a side view showing the open state of
the sliding apparatus shown in FIG. 15A.

Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0014] Next, modes for carrying out the present inven-
tion are described in conjunction with the drawings.
[0015] FIGS. 1A and 1B show a sliding apparatus 10A
of one embodiment of the present invention.
[0016] The sliding apparatus 10A includes a base plate
11, a sliding plate 12, spring members 13A and 13B,
tilting mechanisms 40A and 40B, etc. The sliding appa-
ratus 10A provides a function of sliding the sliding plate
12 relative to the base plate 11 in arrow X1 and X2 di-
rections shown in FIGS. 1A and 1B and a function of
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sliding the sliding plate 12 in the X1 direction to upwardly
tilt by an angle θ relative to horizontal directions (the X1
and X2 directions).
[0017] FIGS. 2A and 2B show a portable terminal ap-
paratus 1 to which the sliding apparatus 10A is applied.
The portable terminal apparatus 1 has a body 2 and a lid
3, to which lid 3 a liquid crystal display apparatus 4 is
arranged. The base plate 11 of the sliding apparatus 10A
is fixed to the body 2 and the sliding plate 12 is fixed to
the lid 3.
[0018] FIG. 2A shows the portable terminal apparatus
1 when it is being carried. When it is being carried, the
sliding plate 12 moves in the arrow X2 direction relative
to the base plate 11. At this time, the lid 3 is superposed
onto an upper part of the body 2, so that improvement of
portability is achieved.
[0019] On the other hand, when the portable terminal
apparatus 1 is to be used, the lid 3 is slid in the arrow X1
direction relative to the body 2. In this way, the sliding
plate 12 which is fixed to the lid 3 slides in the arrow X1
direction relative to the base plate 11 which is fixed to
the body 2. As described above, the sliding apparatus
10A of the present embodiment slides the sliding plate
12 in the X1 direction to provide a function of tilting upward
the sliding plate 12 by an angle θ relative to the horizontal
directions.
[0020] Thus, the lid 3 is slid in the X1 direction, so that,
as shown in FIG. 2B, the lid 3 tilts upward by an angle θ
relative to the body 2. In this way, the lid 3 in which the
liquid crystal display apparatus 4 is provided tilts, making
it possible to improve the viewability of the liquid crystal
display apparatus 4.
[0021] In the explanations below, a state such that the
sliding plate 12 is moved in the X2 direction toward the
base plate 11 (a state such that the sliding plate 12 is not
tilted) is called a closed state, a state such that the sliding
plate 12 is moved in the X1 direction toward the base
plate 11 (a tilted state) is called an open state, and further
a state such that the sliding state 12 is located in between
the closed state and the open state is called an interme-
diate state.
[0022] In the sliding apparatus 10A shown in FIGS. 1A
and 1B, the base plate 11 is a plate-shaped member
made of metal, both ends of which base plate 11 are
bent, so that sliding guide sections 16A and 16B are
formed. The sliding guide sections 16A and 16B of the
base plate 11 respectively engage guide rail sections 18A
and 18B of the sliding plate 12. Thus, the sliding plate 12
is guided by the sliding guide sections 16A and 16B, so
that it is slidably supported in the arrow X1 and X2 direc-
tions in FIGS. 1A and 1B relative to the base plate 11.
[0023] The base plate 11 is installed to a tip of a shaft
70 (generic) of the below-described tilting mechanism 40
(see FIG. 4). In this way, (as described below,) the base
plate 11, which is integrated with the shaft 70, is arranged
to tilt according to a tilt in an axial direction of the shaft
70 relative to a vertical direction.
[0024] The sliding plate 12 uses a flat rectangular metal

plate in the present embodiment. At both side edges of
the sliding plate 12 are formed the guide rail sections 18A
and 18B which respectively engage the sliding guide sec-
tions 16A and 16B of the base plate 11.
[0025] The sliding guide sections 16A and 16B are
formed by bending both side edges of the sliding plate
12 in a generally Z shape (see FIG. 12B). The sliding
guide sections 16A and 16B are formed such that they
extend in sliding directions (the arrow X1 and X2 direc-
tions). Moreover, inside the guide rail sections 18A and
18B of the sliding plate 12 are formed elongated holes
19A and 19B which extend in the sliding directions (the
arrow X1 and X2 directions).
[0026] The tilting mechanisms 40A and 40B which
have the shafts 70A and 70B are arranged on the lower
face side of the base plate 11, while the sliding plate 12
is arranged on the upper face side of the tilting mecha-
nisms 40A and 40B. However, the shafts 70A and 70B
extend to an upper face of the sliding plate 12, penetrating
through the elongated holes 19A and 19B, which are
formed in the sliding plate 12. The length of the elongated
holes 19A and 19B in the X1 and X2 directions is set in
correspondence with a sliding distance of the sliding plate
12 relative to the base plate 11.
[0027] Thus, in the sliding apparatus 10A in which the
base plate 11, the sliding plate 12, and the tilting mech-
anisms 40A and 40B are arranged as described above,
the shafts 70A and 70B do not prevent sliding operations
of the sliding plate 12. In other words, when the sliding
plate 12 slides relative to the base plate 11, the shafts
70A and 70B move relatively within the elongated holes
19A and 19B.
[0028] Moreover, the sliding plate 12 has a pair of stop-
pers 20A and a pair of stoppers 20B, which are respec-
tively arranged on the upper-side and lower-side sides
thereof. The pair of stoppers 20A is arranged at a position
in the vicinity of the upper side on the X1 direction side
of the sliding plate 12. Moreover, the pair of stoppers 20B
is arranged at a position in the vicinity of the lower side
on the X2 direction side of the sliding plate 12. In the
closed state shown in FIG. 1A, the sliding plate 12 is
energized in the X2 direction relative to the base plate
11 due to elastic force of spring members 13A and 13B.
However, the stoppers 20A abut against the base plate
11, so that the sliding plate 12 is prevented from moving
beyond the abutting position in the X2 direction.
[0029] Similarly, in the open state shown in FIG. 1B,
the sliding plate 12 is energized in the X1 direction relative
to the base plate 11 due to elastic force of the spring
members 13A and 13B. However, the stoppers 20B abut
against the base plate 11, so that the sliding plate 12 is
prevented from moving beyond the abutting position in
the X1 direction.
[0030] Next, the spring members 13A and 13B are de-
scribed. The spring members 13A and 13B provide a
function, as a spring, of elastically energizing the sliding
plate 12 in a sliding direction relative to the base plate
11 and a function, as a connecting member, of connecting
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the sliding plate 12 and the tilting mechanisms 40A and
40B. One end of the spring member 13A is mounted on
a supporting axle 21A which is provided at the sliding
plate 12, while the other end is mounted on an elevating/
lowering member 43 of the tilting mechanism 40A (see
FIG. 4). Moreover, one end of the spring member 13B is
mounted on a supporting axle 21B which is provided at
the sliding plate 12, while the other end is mounted on
the elevating/lowering member 43 of the tilting mecha-
nism 40B.
[0031] FIGS. 3A and 3B show a configuration of a
spring member 13 (generic) in an enlarged manner. FIG.
3A is a perspective view of the spring member 13 in an
assembled state, while FIG. 3B is an exploded perspec-
tive view of the spring member 13. A configuration of the
spring member 13 is described below using FIGS. 3A
and 3B as an explanation common to the spring members
13A and 13B, since the spring members 13A and 13B
have the same configuration.
[0032] The spring member 13 has a main link 23, a
sub-link 24, coil springs 25, and a spring guide case 26.
The main link 23 and the sub-link 24 are resin molded
items. At the main link 23, which is a member mounted
on each of the tilting mechanisms 40A and 40B, are
formed a sliding piece 23a, spring installing sections 23b,
and a hole 30. Moreover, at the sub-link 24, which is a
member to be mounted on each of the supporting axles
21A and 21B, are formed sliding piece 24a, spring in-
stalling sections 24b, and a hole 31.
[0033] The main link 23 and the sub-link 24 are ar-
ranged such that the sliding piece 23a and the sliding
piece 24a oppose each other. At the main link 23 is
formed one of the sliding pieces 23a, while at the sub-
link 24 are formed two of the spring installing sections
24b. The sliding piece 23a is arranged to slidably engage
between the spring installing sections 24b. Thus, the
spring member 13 can extend and contract the whole
length thereof by the sliding piece 23a and the spring
installing section 24b relatively sliding in arrow B1 and
B2 directions in FIGS. 3A and 3B.
[0034] In the present embodiment, four of the coil
springs 25 are arranged. An end of each coil spring 25
on the arrow B1 direction side is installed in the spring
installing section 23b of the main link 23, while an end
on the B2 direction side is installed in the spring installing
section 24b of the sub-link 24. Each of the coil springs
25 provides a function of energizing the main link 23 and
the sub-link 24 in directions such that they are separated
from each other.
[0035] The spring guide case 26 is arranged such as
to form a spring guide section 32 by bending both sides
of the rectangular metal plate such that they face inside.
In a state such that the spring member 13 is assembled,
the coil spring 25 is housed within the spring guide section
32 of the spring guide case 26. In this way, even when
a coil spring 25 which is relatively long in the B1 and B2
directions is used, the coil spring 25 is prevented from
buckling in a direction which is different from the sliding

directions (the B1 and B2 directions).
[0036] Moreover, the spring guide case 2 6 prevents
the main link 23 and the sub-link 24 from displacing in a
direction (e.g., a direction shown with an arrow C in FIG.
3A) which is different from the sliding directions (the B1
and B2 directions). In this way, sliding operations of the
main link 23 and the sub-link 24 can be performed accu-
rately and smoothly. The spring guide case 26 is fixed to
the sub-link 24 by caulking the edge 33 to the sub-link 24.
[0037] Furthermore, as described above, in the holes
30 which are formed in the corresponding main links 23
are mounted shafts 70A and 70B of the tilting mecha-
nisms 40A and 40B. Moreover, the supporting axles 21A
and 21B are inserted through the holes 31 which are
formed in the corresponding sub-links 24. The spring
members 13 (13A and 13B) are held by the supporting
axles 21A and 21B so that they can move rotationally.
[0038] Next, the tilting mechanisms 40A and 40B are
described using FIGS. 4 to 11B. The tilting mechanisms
40A and 40B have the same configuration, so that a con-
figuration of a tilting mechanism 40 (generic) is described
as an explanation common to the tilting mechanisms 40A
and 40B using FIGS. 4 to 11B. FIGS. 4, 5A, and 5B are
perspective and side views which show the tilting mech-
anism 40. FIGS. 6 and 7 are perspective and exploded
perspective views which show the tilting mechanism 40
with a base platform 41 being removed. Moreover, FIGS.
8A to 11B are diagrams for explaining operations of the
tilting mechanism 40.
[0039] The tilting mechanism 40 has the base platform
41, an oscillating frame 42, the elevating/lowering mem-
ber 43, a cam mechanism 44, etc.
[0040] The base platform 41 is fixed to the body 2 of
the portable terminal apparatus 1 to which the tilting
mechanism 40 is installed. The base platform 41 has a
fixed section 46, a table section 47, and a side face sec-
tion 48 that are worked by bending a metal plate material.
[0041] At the fixed section 46, which is a member which
is directly fixed to the body 2, is formed a hole for screw-
ing. The side face section 48 is vertically erected relative
to the fixed section 46, at which side face section 48 are
formed axle holes 51A and 51B (see FIG. 8A) into which
are inserted the below-described supporting axles 54 and
55. The table section 47 is provided at an upper part of
the side face section 48. The table section 47 is arranged
at a position which is higher than the fixed section 46.
Moreover, below-described cam projecting sections 65
and 66, and a cam hole 50 which makes up a part of the
cam mechanism 44 are formed at a generally central
position.
[0042] A shape of the cam hole 50 is described using
FIG. 8A. FIG. 8A is a plan view which shows a closed
state of the tilting mechanism 40 shown in FIG. 4.
[0043] The cam hole 50 has a generally circular shape
with an inner diameter dx relative to X1 and X2 directions
and an inner diameter DY relative to Y1 and Y2 directions
being of the same dimension (dx=DY). However, a central
position (shown as O1) of the inner diameter DY relative
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to the Y1 and Y2 directions and a central position (shown
as O2) of the inner diameter dx relative to the X1 and X2
directions are mutually displaced.
[0044] More specifically, in the present embodiment,
a concave section 50a is formed at an inner peripheral
edge in the X2 direction of the cam hole 50, while a con-
vex section 50b is formed at an inner peripheral edge in
the X1 direction of the cam hole 50. In the present em-
bodiment, an amount of concavity of the concave section
50a and an amount of convexity of the convex section
50b are set equally. When the amount of concavity of the
concave section 50a and the amount of convexity of the
convex section 50b are shown with ΔX, the center posi-
tion O2 of the inner diameter dx relative to X1 and X2
directions is set such than it is displaced by ΔX in the X2
direction relative to the center position O1 of the inner
diameter dY relative to the Y1 and Y2 directions.
[0045] The oscillating frame 42 is a resin molded item.
As shown in FIGS. 6 and 7, the oscillating frame 42 has
a configuration such that a frame body 52, a receiving
screw section 53, the supporting axles 54 and 55, and
arm sections 56 and 57 are integrally formed therein. The
receiving screw section 53 is formed at the center of the
frame body 52. The below-described elevating/lowering
members 43 are screwed into the receiving screw section
53 of the frame body 52 of the oscillating frame 42.
[0046] At one end of the frame body 52 is formed the
arm section 56, at which arm section 56 the supporting
axle 54 is formed. Moreover, at the other end of the frame
body 52 is formed a pair of arm sections 57, at the center
of which pair of arm sections is formed the supporting
axle 55.
[0047] The elevating/lowering member 43 has a body
60 and the shaft 70. The body 60, which is a resin molded
item, has a configuration such that a large diameter sec-
tion 61 and a small diameter section 62 are coaxially
molded in an integral manner. An inserting screw section
64 is formed at an outer peripheral portion of the large
diameter section 61. The inserting screw section 64 of
the elevating/lowering member 43 is arranged such that
it screws into the receiving screw section 53 which is
formed at the oscillating frame 42.
[0048] The small diameter section 62 is formed at an
upper part of the large diameter section 61. A shaft in-
stalling hole 63 (see FIG. 7) is formed at the center of
the small diameter section 62. Moreover, the cam pro-
jecting sections 65 and 66 which project outward and a
rattling preventing lever 67 are formed at an outer pe-
riphery of the small diameter section 62.
[0049] The cam projecting sections 65 and 66 make
up the cam mechanism 44 with the cam hole 50. The
cam projecting sections 65 and 66 are formed such that
they project outward from the small diameter section 62.
The cam projecting sections 65 and 66 are arranged
around an axis of the shaft installing hole 63 such that
they are mutually separated by 180 degrees. Moreover,
a separation distance d (shown with an arrow in FIG. 7)
from one tip to the other tip of the cam projecting sections

65 and 66 is set such that it becomes somewhat larger
compared to an inner diameter dx relative to X1 and X2
directions of the cam hole 50 and an inner diameter dY
relative to Y1 and Y2 directions (d>dx, d>dy). The cam
projecting sections 65 and 66 are arranged such that the
cam projecting sections 65 and 66 rotate within the cam
hole 50 in conjunction with rotation of the elevating/low-
ering member 43.
[0050] The rattling preventing lever 67 is formed such
that it projects from the small diameter section 62 in a
direction (an arrow F1 direction in FIG. 7) which is gen-
erally orthogonal to projecting directions (arrow E1 and
E2 directions in FIG. 7) of the cam projecting sections 65
and 66. The rattling preventing lever 67 is arranged to
engage a rattling preventing member 68 (see FIGS. 4
and 6) which is provided at the base platform 41 in a
closed state. In this way, in the closed state, rattling is
prevented from occurring between the oscillating frame
42 and the elevating/lowering member 43.
[0051] The shaft 70 is a pipe-shaped metal member.
The shaft 70 is fixed to the shaft installing hole 63 formed
at the small diameter section 62. Fixing the shaft 70 to
the shaft installing hole 63 is not particularly limited. For
example, it may be fixed using pushing or gluing, or it
may be fixed by insert-forming into the body 60. The shaft
70 and the body 60 need to rotate in an integral manner.
For example, an outer periphery of the shaft 70 is knurled
such that the shaft 70 eats into an inner wall of the shaft
installing hole 63, making it possible to arrange the shaft
70 and the body 60 to integrally rotate.
[0052] Next, a method of assembling the tilting mech-
anism 40 is described.
[0053] When assembling the tilting mechanism 40, at
first the rattling preventing member 68 is mounted on the
base platform 41. The rattling preventing member 68,
which is a resin molded item, is fixed to the base platform
41 by gluing, screwing, etc. Here, a rotation preventing
projection 69, which is formed at the rattling preventing
member 68, is engaged with a hole 49 which is provided
at the base platform 41. In this way, when the rattling
preventing lever 67 engages the rattling preventing mem-
ber 68, it is made possible to prevent the rattling prevent-
ing member 68 from moving relative to the base platform
41.
[0054] The elevating/lowering member 43 is formed by
fixing the shaft 70 to the shaft installing hole 63 of the
body 60 (the small diameter section 62). The elevating/
lowering member 43 is mounted on the oscillating frame
42. More specifically, the inserting screw section 64
which is formed at the elevating/ lowering member 43 is
screwed into the receiving screw section 53 which is
formed at the oscillating frame 42, so that the elevating/
lowering member 43 is mounted on the oscillating frame
42. Thus, when the elevating/lowering member 43 ro-
tates relative to the oscillating frame 42, the elevating/
lowering member 43 is elevated/lowered relative to the
oscillating frame 42.
[0055] When the elevating/lowering member 43 is be-
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ing mounted on the oscillating frame 42, the oscillating
frame 42 is mounted on the base platform 41. As men-
tioned above, the supporting axles 54 and 55 are provid-
ed at the oscillating frame 42, the supporting axle 54 is
inserted into the axle hole 51A formed at the base plat-
form 41, and the supporting axle 55 is inserted into the
axle hole 51B. In this way, the oscillating frame 42 is
arranged such that it is held by the base platform 41 and
such that it can oscillate relative to the base platform 41.
[0056] Moreover, when the oscillating frame 42 is be-
ing mounted on the base platform 41, the cam projecting
sections 65 and 66 which are formed at the elevating/
lowering member 43 are being inserted within the cam
hole 50 (see FIG. 4). The cam projecting sections 65 and
66 rotate within the cam hole 50, so that the cam project-
ing sections 65 and 66 are energized to an inner wall of
the cam hole 50. In this way, the oscillating frame 42 and
the elevating/lowering member 43 move between a state
such that they are being held vertically erect relative to
the base platform 41 shown in FIG. 5A and a state such
that they are being tilted (being tilted by an angle θ) as
shown in FIG. 5B. The tilting mechanism 40 is assembled
according to the above-described operations.
[0057] Next, using FIGS. 1A and 12A, a method of as-
sembling the sliding apparatus 10A is described.
[0058] When assembling the sliding apparatus 10A,
the spring members 13A and 13B are mounted on the
sliding plates 12, at which are provided, in advance, the
guide rail sections 18A and 18B, the elongated holes 19A
and 19B, and the stoppers 20A and 20B. More specifi-
cally, the supporting axles 21A and 21B are inserted into
the hole 31 (see FIG. 3A), which is formed at each sub-
link 24 of the spring members 13A and 13B, and fixed to
a predetermined assembling position provided at the slid-
ing plate. Here, each sub-link 24 of the spring members
13A and 13B are arranged such that they can rotate rel-
ative to the supporting axles 21A and 21B. Positions
shown with P in FIGS. 5A and 5B are rotational centers
of the supporting axles 21A and 21B (In other words,
rotational centers of the oscillating frame 42 and the el-
evating/lowering member 43).
[0059] Next, taking the tilting mechanisms 40A and
40B which are assembled as described above, the shafts
70A and 70B of the tilting mechanisms 40A and 40B are
inserted into the elongated holes 19A and 19B. Moreo-
ver, the spring members 13A and 13B are mounted to
the shafts 70A and 70B which project to the surface side
of the sliding plate 12.
[0060] More specifically, the shafts 70A and 70B are
inserted through the corresponding holes 30 (see FIG.
3A) formed at the main links 23 of the spring members
13A and 13B and the main links 23 are fixed to the shafts
70A and 70B. Here, the main links 23 are firmly fixed to
the shafts 70A and 70B such that the spring members
13A and 13B do not rotate relative to the shafts 70A and
70B. In this way, the tilting mechanisms 40A and 40B
(the shafts 70A and 70B) and the sliding plate 12 are
arranged to be connected by the spring members 13A

and 13B.
[0061] Next, the base plate 11 is installed on the sliding
plate 12. More specifically, the base plate 11 is slid
against and installed on the sliding plate 12 while the
sliding guide sections 16A and 16B are engaged with the
guide rail sections 18A and 18B. The shafts 70A and 70B
as well as a predetermined shaft fixed position provided
at the base plate 11 are positioned, after which the base
plate 11 is attached to the tips of the shafts 70A and 70B.
[0062] In this way, the base plate 11 is fixed to the
shafts 70A and 70B, so that, when the elevating/lowering
member 43 tilts relative to the base platform 41, the base
plate 11 also tilts in accordance therewith. Moreover, the
sliding plate 12 slides, guided by the sliding guide sec-
tions 16A and 16B which are formed at the base plate
11. Thus, when the base plate 11 tilts, the sliding plate
12 also tilts in conjunction therewith. The sliding appara-
tus 10A is assembled according to the above-described
operations.
[0063] Now, operations of the tilting mechanism 40
(40A and 40B) and the sliding apparatus 10A are de-
scribed using FIGS. 8A to 11B and FIGS. 12A to 14C.
[0064] FIGS. 8A to 11B show an operation of the tilting
mechanism 40, while FIGS. 12A to 14C show an opera-
tion of the sliding apparatus 10A. Below, operations from
a closed state to an open state of the sliding apparatus
10A are described. Operations from an open state to a
closed state of the sliding apparatus 10A are merely in
reverse of below-described operations, so that explana-
tions thereof are omitted.
[0065] FIGS. 8A and 12A show the tilting mechanism
40 (40A and 40B) in the closed state and the sliding ap-
paratus 10A in the closed state.
[0066] From the closed state, the sliding plate 12 slides
in the arrow X2 direction relative to the base plate 11.
The spring members 13A and 13B energizes elastic
force, so that they expand. In this way, the sliding plate
12 is moved and energized in the arrow X2 direction by
the spring members 13A and 13B.
[0067] However, the stoppers 20A, which are provided
at the sliding plate 12, abut against the base plate 11, so
that a further sliding operation is regulated. In this way,
the sliding plate 12 is engaged with the base plate 11.
Moreover, in the closed state, supposing line segments
which pass through corresponding centers of the shafts
70A and 70B and which are parallel in Y1 and Y2 direc-
tions, the spring members 13A and 13B are tilted 45 de-
grees in a downward direction relative to each line seg-
ment.
[0068] Moreover, as shown in FIG. 8A, in the closed
state, the cam projecting sections 66 and 65 face the
arrows Y1 and Y2 directions within the cam hole 50. Thus,
the center position of the shaft 70 is arranged at a center
position O1 of the inner diameter dY relative to the Y1
and Y2 directions of the cam hole 50. In the closed state,
as shown in FIG. 8B, the oscillating frame 42 and the
elevating/lowering members 43 are being held vertically
erect (or, in other words, facing a direction perpendicular
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to an X-Y coordinate plane). In FIGS. 8B, 9B, 10B, and
11B, a direction toward the right is the vertically-erect
direction. Thus, the base plate 11 and the sliding plate
12 are not being tilted.
[0069] Moreover, in the closed state, the rattling pre-
venting lever 67, which is provided at an outer periphery
of the small diameter section 62, is arranged such that it
engages the rattling preventing member 69 which is pro-
vided at the base platform 41. As described above, a
separation distance d between the tips of the cam pro-
jecting sections 65 and 66 is set such that it becomes
somewhat larger than the inner diameter dY relative to
the Y1 and Y2 directions of the cam hole 50 (d>dY).
[0070] Thus, a clearance exists between the cam pro-
jecting sections 65 and 66 and the inner peripheral face
of the cam hole 50, so that rattling could occur between
the cam projecting sections 65, 66, and the cam hole 50.
However, in the present embodiment, the rattling pre-
venting lever 67 is engaged with the rattling preventing
member 68, so that, even when the clearance exists,
rattling does not occur between the cam projecting sec-
tions 65 and 66 and the cam hole 50.
[0071] In the above-described closed state, the sliding
plate 12 is slid toward the arrow X1 direction. The sliding
plate 12 is slid in the X1 direction, so that the supporting
axles 21A and 21B also move in the X1 direction. In this
way, the spring members 13A and 13B rotate around
corresponding axles of the shafts 70A and 70B. More
specifically, the spring member 13A rotates in a clock-
wise direction around the axle of the shaft 70A, while the
spring member 13B rotates in a counterclockwise direc-
tion around the axle of the shaft 70B.
[0072] FIGS. 9A and 13A show a state (an intermediate
state) in which the sliding plate 12 slides to a position
such that the spring members 13A and 13B form a
straight line shape in the Y1 and Y2 directions.
[0073] In the intermediate state, the spring members
13A and 13B rotate by 45 degrees relative to the closed
state shown in FIG. 12A. As described above, the spring
members 13A and 13B are connected to the shafts 70A
and 70B, so that rotating of the spring members 13A and
13B causes the elevating/lowering member 43 to also
rotate.
[0074] The elevating/lowering member 43 is screwed
into the oscillating frame 42. Thus, the elevating/lowering
member 43 advances by rotating relative to the oscillating
frame 42 and elevates in an arrow D direction in FIG. 9B
relative to the oscillating frame 42. In the present embod-
iment, the spring members 13A and 13B rotate by 45
degrees, so that the elevating/lowering member 43 ele-
vates by ΔD (see FIG. 9B) relative to the closed state
(shown with a short dash line in FIG. 9B).
[0075] Moreover, a shape of the cam hole 50 is formed
such that, when the cam projecting sections 65 and 66
rotate from the closed state to the open state, the center
of rotation thereof becomes a center position O1. Thus,
the base plate 11 and the sliding plate 12 are not tilted,
maintaining a state of being erect vertically even when

the spring members 13A and 13B rotate in conjunction
with sliding of the sliding plate 12. In the intermediate
state, the spring members 13A and 13B form a straight
line shape in the Y1 and Y2 directions, so that, momen-
tarily, elastic force of the spring members 13A and 13B,
does not act on the sliding plate 12.
[0076] FIGS. 10A and 10B show a state such that the
sliding plate 12 is slid in the X1 direction relative to the
intermediate state. Moving the sliding plate 12 in the X1
direction relative to the intermediate state reverses a di-
rection of energizing elastic force by the spring members
13A and 13B relative to the sliding plate 12. In this way,
even when the operator does not push the sliding plate
12, the sliding plate 12 automatically slides in the X1 di-
rection due to the elastic force of the spring members
13A and 13B.
[0077] Moreover, for an inner wall of the cam hole 50,
a region in which the cam projecting section 66 rotates
from an intermediate position 1 to the closed position is
arranged to have a shape such that it gradually projects
toward inside. Moreover, for the inner wall of the cam
hole 50, a region in which the cam projecting section 65
rotates from the intermediate position 1 to the open po-
sition is arranged to have a shape such that it gradually
recedes relative to outside.
[0078] Thus, when the sliding plate 12 slides in the X1
direction relative to the intermediate state, and, in con-
junction therewith, the elevating/lowering member 43
rotates due to the spring members 13A and 13B, the cam
projecting section 66 slidingly contacts a position which
projects towards inside of the cam hole 50, and the cam
projecting section 65 slidingly contacts a position which
recedes relative to the outside of the cam hole 50. In this
way, the elevating/lowering member 43 is energized in
the arrow X2 direction in FIG. 10A by the cam mechanism
44 which includes the cam hole 50 and the cam projecting
sections 65 and 66.
[0079] As described above, the elevating/lowering
member 43 is mounted on the oscillating frame 42, which
is oscillatably mounted on the base platform 43. Thus,
the elevating/lowering member 43 is energized in the X2
direction, so that the oscillating frame 42 oscillates.
Therefore, the base plate 11 which is mounted on the
shaft 70 starts to tilt with an oscillation of the elevating/
lowering member 43. Here, the spring members 13A and
13B continue to rotate, so that an elevating operation
(movement in the arrow D direction) of the elevating/low-
ering member 43 relative to the oscillating frame 42 of
the elevating/lowering member 43 is continuously per-
formed.
[0080] FIGS. 11A and 14A show the tilting mechanism
40 (40A and 40B) in the open state and a sliding appa-
ratus 10A in the open state.
[0081] In the open state, the sliding plate 12 slides in
the arrow X1 direction relative to the base plate 11. More-
over, beyond the intermediate state, a direction of acting
of elastic force of the spring members 13A and 13B re-
verses, while, in the open state, the spring members 13A
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and 13B energize the sliding plate 12 in the arrow X1
direction. However, the stopper 20B abuts against the
base plate 11, so that the sliding plate 12 is being en-
gaged to the base plate 11 at the abutting position.
[0082] Moreover, in the closed state, supposing line
segments which pass through the centers of the shafts
70A and 70B and which are parallel in the arrow Y1 and
Y2 directions, the spring members 13A and 13B become
tilted 45 degrees in an upward direction relative to the
line segments. Thus, in the present embodiment, each
of the spring members 13A and 13B is arranged to rotate
by 90 degrees while the sliding plate 12 moves from the
closed state to the open state.
[0083] On the other hand, as shown in FIG. 11A, in the
open state, the cam projecting sections 66 and 65 are
positioned such that they face the arrow X1 and X2 di-
rections within the cam hole 50. Here, the center position
of the shaft 70 is arranged at a center position O2 of the
inner diameter dx relative to X1 and X2 directions of the
cam hole 50. As described above, a concave section 50a
is formed at an inner peripheral edge in the X2 direction
of the cam hole 50, while a convex section 50b is formed
at an inner peripheral edge in the X1 direction of the cam
hole 50. In the open state, the cam projecting section 65
engages to the concave section 50a, while the cam pro-
jecting section 66 is engaged with the convex section
50b.
[0084] Thus, the center position of the shaft 70 in the
open state is arranged at the center position O2 of the
inner diameter dx relative to the X1 and X2 directions.
The center position O2 of the shaft 70 in the open state
is displaced by ΔX in the arrow X2 direction in FIG. 11A
relative to the center position O1 of the shaft 70 in the
closed state in FIG. 8A.
[0085] In this way, the center of the shaft 70 is dis-
placed by ΔX in the X2 direction, so that the elevating/
lowering member 43 on which the shaft 70 is mounted
is also moved and energized in the X2 direction. In this
way, as shown in FIG. 11B, the elevating/lowering mem-
ber 43 (the shaft 70) rotates around a rotational center
P of the oscillating frame 42, so that it is tilted.
[0086] Moreover, the base plate 11 is attached to the
shaft 70. Thus, the shaft 70 is tilted, so that the base plate
11 and the sliding plate 12 slidably mounted thereto also
tilt. In this way, as shown in FIG. 14C, the sliding plate
12 is being tilted by an angle θ relative to horizontal di-
rections (the X1 and X2 directions). Thus, when the slid-
ing apparatus 10A is applied to the portable terminal ap-
paratus 1, the lid 3 is tilted, making it possible to improve
viewability of the liquid crystal display apparatus 4 (see
FIG. 2B).
[0087] Moreover, in the present embodiment, an ex-
ample is shown of tilting by an angle θ relative to the
horizontal direction. (The angle θ is called a tilt angle.)
The tilt angle θ can be adjusted by appropriately selecting
an angle of rotation of the spring members 13A and 13B
(90 degrees in the present embodiment), an amount of
concavity of the concave section 50a and an amount of

convexity of the convex section 50b at the cam hole 50,
a distance to a position at which the cam projecting sec-
tions 65 and 66 slidingly contact the cam hole 50 from
the rotational center P of the oscillating frame 42, etc.
[0088] Moreover, in the open state, the rattling prevent-
ing lever 67 is separated from the rattling preventing
member 68. In the closed state, the elevating/lowering
member 43 is vertically erected, so that a clearance oc-
curs between the cam projecting sections 65 and 66 and
the cam hole 50. In order to prevent rattling which is
caused thereby, a configuration is adopted such that the
rattling preventing lever 67 is engaged with the rattling
preventing member 68.
[0089] However, in the open state, the elevating/low-
ering member 43 is being tilted, so that, as shown in FIG.
11B, a distance dL between sliding contact positions at
which the tilted elevating/lowering member 43 slidingly
contacts an inner wall of the cam hole 50 become larger
than a separating distance d of a pair of cam projecting
sections 65 and 66 (dL > d). Thus, rattling does not occur
as the cam projecting sections 65 and 66 slidingly contact
the inner wall of the cam hole 50 in a firm manner even
when the rattling preventing lever 67 and the rattling pre-
venting member 68 are not provided.
[0090] As described above, according to the tilting
mechanisms 40 (40A and 40B) and the sliding apparatus
10A of the present embodiment, in conjunction with
movement of the sliding plate 12 from the closed state
to the open state, the sliding plate 12 automatically per-
forms a tilting operation driven by the tilting mechanisms
40A and 40B. Thus, operability may be improved relative
to a configuration in which the tilting operation is manually
performed.
[0091] Moreover, the tilting mechanisms 40A and 40B
are arranged such that the elevating/lowering members
43 rotate with the rotation of the spring members 13A
and 13B which are connected to the sliding plate 12, mak-
ing it possible to accurately synchronize the tilting oper-
ation of the sliding plate 12.
[0092] Moreover, according to the tilting mechanisms
40A and 40B of the present embodiment, a tilting oper-
ation is performed while the elevating/lowering member
43 elevates relative to the base platform 41, making it
possible to accurately tilt the sliding plate 12 even when
the angle of rotation of the elevating/lowering member
43 is small (90 degrees in the present embodiment).
[0093] FIGS. 15A to 17C show a sliding apparatus 10B
of another embodiment.
[0094] FIGS. 15A to 15C show the sliding apparatus
10B in the closed state. FIGS. 16A to 16C show the sliding
apparatus 10B in the intermediate state. FIGS. 17A to
17C show the sliding apparatus 10B in the open state.
In FIGS. 15A to 17C, same letters are applied to features
corresponding to features of the above-described em-
bodiments shown in FIGS. 1A to 14C, so that explana-
tions are omitted.
[0095] As a member which elastically energizes the
sliding plate 12 relative to the base plate 11, the spring
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members 13A and 13B are used. The spring members
13A and 13B provide a function, as springs, of elastically
energizing the sliding plate 12 in a sliding direction rela-
tive to the base plate 11 and a function, as a connecting
member, of connecting the sliding plate 12 and the tilting
mechanisms 40A and 40B at the same time.
[0096] However, there is not necessarily a need for
one member to have a function as a spring and a function
as a connecting member, so that they may be realized
with respectively separate members. The sliding appa-
ratus 10B of the present embodiment is arranged such
that the function of the spring is realized with helical tor-
sion coil springs 80A and 80B and the function as the
connecting member is realized with connecting arms 81A
and 81B.
[0097] The helical torsion coil springs 80A and 80B
have first ends thereof fixed to the respective supporting
axles 21A and 21B of the sliding plate 12 and the other
ends thereof fixed to predetermined positions of the base
plate 11 (in the present embodiment, positions at which
the shafts 70A and 70B are attached to the base plate
11). Each of the helical torsion coil springs 80A and 80B
elastically energizes the sliding plate 12 in the closed
state such that it is moved in the arrow X2 direction.
[0098] The fixing positions of ends of the helical torsion
coil springs 80A and 80B are not limited to the present
embodiment, so that they may be fixed to other positions
as long as the first ends are fixed to the sliding plate 12
and the other ends are fixed to the base plate 11. The
helical torsion coil springs 80A and 80B need to energize
the sliding plate 12 in the X2 direction in the closed state
and energize the sliding plate 12 in the X1 direction in
the open state with the intermediate state as a border.
[0099] On the other hand, elongated holes 82A and
82B which extend in the longitudinal direction are formed
at the connecting arms 81A and 81B. The supporting
axles 21A and 21B are inserted through the elongated
holes 82A and 82B, respectively, so as to be implanted
in the sliding plate 12. Thus, the connecting arms 81A
and 81B are arranged to have first ends supported by
the supporting axles 21A and 21B such that the support-
ing axles 21A and 21B can move relatively within the
elongated holes 82A and 82B.
[0100] Moreover, the other ends of the connecting
arms 81A and 81B are fixed to the shafts 70A and 70B
which are provided at the tilting mechanisms 40A and
40B. Therefore, the connecting arms 81A and 81B rotate,
so that the elevating/lowering members 43 are rotated
via the shafts 70A and 70B. Thus, the connecting arms
81A and 81B may be rotated to cause the tilting mecha-
nisms 40A and 40B to perform tilting operations.
[0101] Now, an operation of the sliding apparatus 10B
is described.
[0102] In the closed state shown in FIGS. 15A to 15C,
when the sliding plate 12 is slid such that it faces the
arrow X1 direction, the supporting axles 21A and 21B
also move in the X1 direction. In this way, the supporting
axles 21A and 21B relatively move within the elongated

holes 82A and 82B so as to rotate the connecting arms
81A and 81B. More specifically, the connecting arm 81A
rotates in a clockwise direction around the axle of the
shaft 70A, while the connecting arm 81B rotates in a
counterclockwise direction around the axle of the shaft
70B.
[0103] FIGS. 16A and 16C show an intermediate state
in which the sliding plate 12 slides to a position such that
the connecting arms 81A and 81B form a straight line
shape in Y1 and Y2 directions. Moving the sliding plate
12 in the X1 direction relative to the intermediate state
reverses a direction of energizing elastic force by the
helical torsion coil springs 80A and 80B relative to the
sliding plate 12. In this way, even in this embodiment,
even when the operator does not push the sliding plate
12, the sliding plate 12 automatically slides in the X1 di-
rection due to the elastic force of the helical torsion coil
springs 80A and 80B.
[0104] FIGS. 17A to 17C show the sliding apparatus
10B in the open state. In the open state, the sliding plate
12 slides in the X1 direction relative to the base plate 11.
Even in the present embodiment, each of the connecting
arms 81A and 81B is arranged to rotate 90 degrees while
the sliding plate 12 moves from the closed state to the
open state. Thus, the elevating/lowering member 43 (the
shaft 70) is being tilted, rotating around the rotational
center P of the oscillating frame 42, and the sliding plate
12 is being tilted relative to the horizontal directions (X1
and X2 directions) as shown in FIG. 17C.
[0105] Thus, even when the sliding apparatus 10B of
the present embodiment is applied to the portable termi-
nal apparatus 1, the lid 3 is tilted, making it possible to
improve the viewability of the liquid crystal display appa-
ratus 4 (see FIG. 2B). Moreover, in conjunction with
movement of the sliding plate 12 from the closed state
to the open state, the sliding plate 12 automatically per-
forms a tilting operation driven by the tilting mechanisms
40A and 40B. Thus, operability may be improved relative
to a configuration in which the tilting operation is manually
performed.
[0106] Moreover, the tilting mechanisms 40A and 40B
are arranged such that the elevating/lowering members
43 rotate by rotation of the connecting arms 81A and 81B
which are connected to the sliding plate 12, making it
possible to accurately synchronize the sliding operation
of the sliding plate 12 and the tilting operation of the slid-
ing plate 12.
[0107] While preferred embodiments of the present in-
vention have been described in detail, the present inven-
tion is not limited to the above-described specific embod-
iments, so that variations and changes are possible with-
in the scope of the present invention that is recited in the
claims.
[0108] The present international application is based
on Japanese Patent Application No. 2009-134996 filed
on June 4, 2009.
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Claims

1. A tilting mechanism (40), comprising:

a base platform (41);
an oscillating frame (42) which is oscillatably
mounted on the base platform (41);
an elevating/lowering member (43) which is
mounted on the oscillating frame (42) and which
is configured to perform elevating/lowering op-
erations with respect to the oscillating frame (42)
by rotating; and
characterized in that it comprises a cam mech-
anism (44) which is configured to energize the
elevating/lowering member (43) such that the
elevating/lowering member (43) is tilted relative
to the base platform (41) in conjunction with the
rotating of the elevating/lowering member (43),
the cam mechanism (44) including a cam sec-
tion which is formed at an inner wall of an open-
ing formed at the base platform (41) and a pro-
jecting section (55, 56) which extends toward
outside the elevating/lowering member (43) and
which is configured to engage the cam section.

2. The tilting mechanism (40) as claimed in claim 1,
wherein the elevating/lowering member (43) is ar-
ranged to elevate/lower relative to the oscillating
frame (42) in conjunction with the rotating of the el-
evating/lowering member (43) due to the elevating/
lowering member (43) being screwed into the oscil-
lating frame (42).

3. A sliding apparatus (10), comprising:

a base plate (11); a sliding plate (12) which is in
a sliding arrangement relative to the base plate
(11); a spring member (13) which is configured
to energize the sliding plate (12) relative to the
base plate (11); and a tilting mechanism (40),
wherein the tilting mechanism includes
a base platform (41);
an oscillating frame (42) which is oscillatably
mounted on the base platform (41);
an elevating/lowering member (43) which is
mounted on the oscillating frame (42) and which
is adapted to perform elevating/lowering opera-
tions with respect to the oscillating frame (42)
by rotating;
characterized in that it comprises a cam mech-
anism (44) which is configured to energize the
elevating/lowering member (43) such that the
elevating/lowering member (43) is tilted relative
to the base platform (41) in conjunction with the
rotating of the elevating/lowering member (43),
the cam mechanism (44) including a cam sec-
tion which is formed at an inner wall of an open-
ing formed at the base platform (41) and a pro-

jecting section (55, 56) which extends toward
outside the elevating/lowering member (43) and
which is configured to engage to the cam sec-
tion, wherein the base plate (41) is attached to
the tilting mechanism (40), a connecting mem-
ber is provided between the elevating/lowering
member (43) of the tilting mechanism (40) and
the sliding plate (12), and the sliding plate (12)
is slid relative to the base plate (11), so that the
elevating/lowering member (43) rotates via the
connecting member and the base plate (11) is
tilted by the tilting mechanism (40).

4. The sliding apparatus (10) as claimed in claim 3,
wherein the spring member (13) is a helical torsion
coil spring which has one end fixed to the base plate
(11) and the other end fixed to the sliding plate (12).

Patentansprüche

1. Kippmechanismus (40) mit:

einer Basisplattform (41);
einem Schwenkrahmen (42), der schwenkbar
an der Basisplattform (41) angebracht ist;
einem Anhebe-/Abhebeelement (43), das an
dem Schwenkrahmen (42) angebracht ist und
dafür ausgestaltet ist, Anhebe-/Absenkbetäti-
gungen bezüglich des Schwenkrahmens (42)
durch Drehen durchzuführen; und
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass er einen Nok-
kenmechanismus (44) aufweist, der dafür aus-
gestaltet ist, dass er das Anhebe-/Absenkele-
ment (43) so betätigt, dass das Anhebe-/Absen-
kelement (43) bezüglich der Basisplattform (41)
zusammen mit der Drehung des Anhebe-/Ab-
senkelements (43) gekippt wird, wobei der Nok-
kenmechanismus (44) eine Nokkensektion, die
an einer inneren Wand einer Öffnung, die an der
Basisplattform (41) ausgebildet ist, ausgebildet
ist, und eine Vorstehsektion (55, 56) aufweist,
die sich zur Außenseite des Anhebe-/Absen-
kelements (43) erstreckt und die dafür ausge-
staltet ist, mit der Nockensektion in Eingriff zu
treten.

2. Kippmechanismus (40) nach Anspruch 1, wobei das
Anhebe-/Absenkelement (43) dafür angeordnet ist,
sich bezüglich des Schwenkrahmens (42) zusam-
men mit dem Drehen des Anhebe-/Absenkelements
(43) anzuheben/abzusenken, da das Anhebe-/Ab-
senkelement (43) mit dem Schwenkrahmen (42) ver-
schraubt ist.

3. Kippmechanismus (10) mit: einer Basisplatte (11);
einer Gleitplatte (12), die in einer Gleitanordnung be-
züglich der Basisplatte (11) ist; einem Federelement
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(13), welches dafür ausgestaltet ist, die Gleitplatte
(12) bezüglich der Basisplatte (11) zu betätigen; und
einem Kippmechanismus (40), wobei der Kippme-
chanismus aufweist:

eine Basisplattform (41);
einen Schwenkrahmen (42), der schwenkbar an
der Basisplattform (41) angebracht ist;
ein Anhebe-/Abhebeelement (43), das an dem
Schwenkrahmen (42) angebracht ist und dafür
ausgestaltet ist, eine Anhebe-/Absenkbetäti-
gung bezüglich des Schwenkrahmens (42)
durch Drehen durchzuführen;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass er einen Nok-
kenmechanismus (44) aufweist, der dafür aus-
gestaltet ist, das Anhebe-/Absenkelement (43)
so zu betätigen, dass das Anhebe-/Absenkele-
ment (43) bezüglich der Basisplattform (41) zu-
sammen mit dem Drehen des Anhebe-/Absen-
kelements (43) gekippt wird, wobei der Nocken-
mechanismus (44) eine Nockensektion, die an
einer inneren Wand einer Öffnung, die an der
Basisplattform (41) ausgebildet ist, ausgebildet
ist, und eine Vorstehsektion (55, 56) aufweist,
die sich zur Außenseite des Anhebe-/Absen-
kelements (43) erstreckt und die dafür ausge-
staltet ist, mit der Nockensektion in Eingriff zu
treten, wobei die Basisplatte (41) an dem Kipp-
mechanismus (40) vorgesehen ist, wobei ein
Verbindungselement zwischen dem Anhebe-/
Absenkelement (43) des Kippmechanismus
(40) und der Gleitplatte (12) vorgesehen ist, und
wobei die Gleitplatte (12) bezüglich der Basis-
platte (11) so verschoben wird, dass sich das
Anhebe-/Absenkelement (43) mittels des Ver-
bindungselements dreht und die Basisplatte
(11) durch den Kippmechanismus (40) gekippt
wird.

4. Gleitvorrichtung (10) nach Anspruch 3, bei der das
Federelement (13) eine spiralförmige Torsionsspi-
ralfeder ist, bei der ein Ende an der Basisplatte (11)
befestigt ist und das andere Ende an der Gleitplatte
(12) befestigt ist.

Revendications

1. Mécanisme d’inclinaison (40), comprenant :

une plate-forme de base (41) ;
un châssis oscillant (42) qui est monté de sorte
à osciller sur la plate-forme de base (41) ;
un élément de levage/d’abaissement (43) qui
est monté sur le châssis oscillant (42) et qui est
configuré pour effectuer des opérations de le-
vage/d’abaissement par rapport au châssis os-
cillant (42) par rotation ; et

caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend un mécanis-
me à came (44) qui est configuré pour activer
l’élément de levage/d’abaissement (43) de telle
sorte que l’élément de levage/d’abaissement
(43) soit incliné par rapport à la plate-forme de
base (41) en conjonction avec la rotation de
l’élément de levage/d’abaissement (43), le mé-
canisme à came (44) comprenant une section
formant came qui est formée au niveau d’une
paroi interne d’une ouverture formée au niveau
de la plate-forme de base (41) et une section en
saillie (55, 56) qui s’étend vers l’extérieur de
l’élément de levage/d’abaissement (43) et qui
est configurée pour se mettre en prise avec la
section formant came.

2. Mécanisme d’inclinaison (40) selon la revendication
1, dans lequel l’élément de levage/d’abaissement
(43) est conçu pour se lever/s’abaisser par rapport
au châssis oscillant (42) en conjonction avec la ro-
tation de l’élément de levage/d’abaissement (43) en
raison du vissage de l’élément de levage/d’abaisse-
ment (43) dans le châssis oscillant (42).

3. Appareil coulissant (10), comprenant : une plaque
de base (11) ; une plaque coulissante (12) qui est
en configuration coulissante par rapport à la plaque
de base (11) ; un élément formant ressort (13) qui
est configuré pour activer la plaque coulissante (12)
par rapport à la plaque de base (11) ; et un méca-
nisme d’inclinaison (40), dans lequel le mécanisme
d’inclinaison comprend
une plate-forme de base (41) ;
un châssis oscillant (42) qui est monté de sorte à
osciller sur la plate-forme de base (41) ;
un élément de levage/d’abaissement (43) qui est
monté sur le châssis oscillant (42) et qui est conçu
pour effectuer des opérations de levage/d’abaisse-
ment par rapport au châssis oscillant (42) par
rotation ;
caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend un mécanisme à
came (44) qui est configuré pour activer l’élément
de levage/d’abaissement (43) de telle sorte que l’élé-
ment de levage/d’abaissement (43) soit incliné par
rapport à la plate-forme de base (41) en conjonction
avec la rotation de l’élément de levage/d’abaisse-
ment (43), le mécanisme à came (44) comprenant
une section formant came qui est formée au niveau
d’une paroi interne d’une ouverture formée au niveau
de la plate-forme de base (41) et une section en
saillie (55, 56) qui s’étend vers l’extérieur de l’élé-
ment de levage/d’abaissement (43) et qui est confi-
gurée pour se mettre en prise avec la section formant
came, dans lequel la plaque de base (41) est atta-
chée au mécanisme d’inclinaison (40), un élément
de liaison étant prévu entre l’élément de leva-
ge/d’abaissement (43) du mécanisme d’inclinaison
(40) et la plaque coulissante (12), et la plaque cou-
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lissante (12) coulisse par rapport à la plaque de base
(11), de telle sorte que l’élément de levage/d’abais-
sement (43) tourne au moyen de l’élément de liaison
et que la plaque de base (11) soit inclinée par le
mécanisme d’inclinaison (40).

4. Appareil coulissant (10) selon la revendication 3,
dans lequel l’élément formant ressort (13) est un res-
sort de torsion hélicoïdal dont une extrémité est fixée
à la plaque de base (11) et l’autre extrémité est fixée
à la plaque coulissante (12).
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